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We're sending some guys to break your thumbs:

Can't afford to pay your student loan? Well the feds are
bankrupt there's no way out. No job? Get ready to be
By Keith G. Hall

roke may be
B broke
but don't
try to tell the government that if you're a
student.
They've changed the
bankruptcy act effective last February to
exclude student loans
from bankruptcy
claims.
The changes have instituted
a ten-year waiting period —
meaning until it's ten years
after you've finished school
you can't declare bankruptcy.
The changes were made
because the government
thought too many students
were looking at bankruptcy as
an easy way out.
It's a view University of
Winnipeg Student Union
president Clarissa Lagartera
doesn't share.
"It's very discriminatory to
students," she said.
She also says it's based on a
false impression.
"Of those who declare
bankruptcy only about ten per
cent are students," she said.
Historically that may be
true, but in the three years
prior to the changes to the
bankruptcy act student loan
bankruptcy claims had hit an
all time high of about 25 per
cent of all bankruptcies in the
country.
But it this because students
are taking the easy way out?
Or is it a sign of the changing
times — the result of massive
cuts to education funding?
In the seven years from
1993-2000, the federal government will have cut $3 Billion
in transfer payments to the
provinces for post-secondary
edvication, and another $4
Billion from the unemployment insurance training budget. Federal grants for postsecondary education were
reduced and then eliminated,
while the majority of provincial grants were replaced with
student loans.
The federal government got
out of the student financing
system, and in 1995 implemented changes to the
Canada Student Loan
Program, authorizing banks
to charge their posted prime
lending rate plus a maximum
of 5% for a student loan with a
fixed rate of interest, or a maximum floating interest rate of
prime plus 2 1/2 %.
Upon graduation, or when a
student ceases their studies,
they are given a six month
grace period in which to find a
job before the first payment of
their student loan becomes
due.

Students facing severe hardship can apply to the Interest
Relief Program, wherein the
federal government will pay
the interest on their loan for
three month periods up to a
maximum lifetime benefit of
up to 30 months.
Debt relief programs do not
allow a student to access their
benefits until after five years
have passed — but most students experience difficulties in
the first two years.
In order to access debt relief,
the students loan repayment
period is extended to fifteen
years from ten years, decreasing students monthly payments but increasing the
amount the student must
repay in the form of interest
charges.
Under the ten year prohibition policy, students who
declare bankruptcy before the
expiration of the ten year period would be required to do so
twice.
A student would first seek
discharge of their consumer
debts within the ten year period, which automatically is
retained at credit bureaus for
seven years.
After the ten year prohibition period has expired, the
student would then be eligible
to have their student debt conditionally or absolutely discharged, depending upon the
circumstances.
With the second declaration
of bankruptcy comes the consequence of having it permanently recorded at credit
bureaus.
Lagartera claims there's a
correlation between increasing tuition rates and decreasing enrollment, that is made
up by increasing tuition
which ultimately increases the
incidence of student bankruptcies.

Lagartera
also
takes issue with
Provincial
Education
Minister, Linda
Macintosh's
assessment of
Manitoba as having one of the
lowest tuition
levels in the
country, as we
also have one
of the lowest
minimum
wages.
That
would offset any
benefits for
a person
seeking
As You fill out your
to save
for an
loan
forms just rememberstudent
one
education.
thing. A

student loan
lot of things, but it's not free money,

Lagartera
also
wonders why Manitoba was
the last province to implement
the federal government's
interest relief period to it's
maximum allowable limit,
when it enables students an
opportunity to find employment to pay off their student
debts without penalization.
Lagartera also says the federal and provincial governments need to prioritize funding to make a post-secondary
education accessible to the
young people who are our
future, as the funding mechanisms now in place are just
going to increase the likelihood of more people falling
into the cycle of ever increasing debt and bankruptcy.
University of Manitoba
Student's Union President,
Christopher Kozier, is well
aware of the relationship
between escalating tuitions,

Projector

cuts
to transfer payments, and
the increase in student debt
and bankruptcies.
Kozier says he doesn't
believe that student's decisions about future careers
should be limited or determined by their socio-economic background.
Kozier would like to see a
matched increase in student
aid with every increase in
tuition, and would like for a
post secondary education to
be accessible to anyone with
the ability to succeed.
Kozier said that many students will continue to pursue
the career they feel best suited
towards, but may go to the
foreign markets that can guarantee them the jobs that offer
them the higher salaries that
our economy can't.
Kozier also says business
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loans
should be available to those
students who need it the
most, and not only to those
graduates who have found a
higher paying job or have the
wealthy family connections to
pay off their student debt.
Kelly Friesen, Director of
Public Relations for the
University of Manitoba
Student's Union is concerned
that the rising cost and unforgiving nature of student loans
could be scaring people away
from school.
"I think the concern with
60% of jobs requiring a postsecondary education (PSE) by
the year 2001, combined with
high tuition and debt levels,
would be that only certain
students might feel that a
post-seconday-education
would be accessible to them."
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Join students from across
Western Canada in Mazatlan
for a week of fun

Rates per person based on quad share room.
7 nights. Taxes not included. Call for full details:
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460 Portage Ave.
Across from The Bay
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SONY ELECTRONICS
'CANADA'S LARGEST
OUTDOOR STORE'

Owned and Operated by the Canadian Federation of Students
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gonna get tough on deadbeats students. Even if you're
hounded by collection agencies for the next few years.
acquire a post-secondary-education
because the
deterrents are
too great, or
the impediments are
too great,
that those
people will
be stuck with
the other 40%
of the jobs that
aren't going to be
good jobs.

said Friesen
Friesen said that
if that were so,
jobs
then
would be
limited to
the upper
strata
of
people
to
whom a
post-secondary education is accessible.
Friesen said, and
for those who can't

"Those jobs aren't going to
be long term jobs that they
can make careers out of,"
Friesen said, "and I think
that's what accessibility is.
Especially with this being the
information age and a knowledge based economy, that it is
all the more key that every
single person who aspires to
an education and has the
capability to pursue a PSE has
a means to do so."
Friesen agreed personal
bankruptcies are an important

issue, as is being limited to
not being able to declare
bankruptcy till after ten years.
"I think it's a matter of looking at the level of student debt
and the high levels of tuition,
and what causes student debt.
It's not just the educational
costs coming directly from the
institution, such as tuition,
but the concommanant costs
for transportation and books
and those sorts of things.
When you have high educational costs that lead to high

levels of debt, high levels of
bankruptcy are just something that would be expected," Friesen said. "I think
fighting the levels of debt that
students are having to incur is
a lot better way of going
about trying to avoid student
bankruptcy than giving a
longer loan payback period.
This allows the student to
become participatory in the
economy."

Bankruptcy Trustee:

Student loan changes threw consultation out the window
By Ed Anema

D

onna Collins,
president of
Keith G.
Collins Ltd., does not
see bankruptcy as
simple matter of
numbers.
"I'm looking at peoples' lives," she said,
as she tried to make a
complex procedure
comprehensible.
Donna Collins is a Trustee
in Bankruptcy, which is where
the process of declaring bankruptcy begins.

The first thing that happens
is an assessment of the existing financial situation and the
possible options available.
Documents are prepared
and filed with Industry
Canada, which indicate that
the debtor wants to be
relieved of their legal obligation to pay. After nine
months the relief, known as a
discharge, is given automatically, for the first time bankrupt, unless it is opposed.
When that happens, it
becomes a court matter.
The second time a bankruptcy occurs, the person
must go to court to obtain a
discharge.
The court then chooses from
several options and provides
a court order, indicating what

Got a poison pen that just won't
stop and a talent for both drawing and mockery?
Well we need you.
The Proje ctor is looking for a
cartoonist.
If you want to give it a try call
us at 632-2479
Looking for part-time
income evenings and
weekends?
Looking for full-time
employment
in the summer?

THE CAMERON HIGHLANDERS
ARE NOW HIRING!
The Cameron Highlanders, a reserve infantry regiment based here in
Winnipeg, are now looking for men, women, and officers. Try something
different, learn to be a leader, travel the country. If you are interested in
learning new skills, making money year round, and enjoying a
challenging, adventurous, and stimulating part-time career in the
Canadian Forces Reserve, call 786-4332, for an appointment.
We offer dental, medical, a pension plan, and life insurance. You must
be 17 years old, have completed grade 10, be a landed immigrant or
Canadian citizen, and physically fit. Call today between 10 am and 6 pm
or Tuesday between 10 am and 10 pm to visit our recruiter at

remedy must be exercised.
The process, insofar as student loans was concerned,
changed dramatically as of

"I'm looking at
people's
lives."
-Donna Collins
Bankruptcy Trustee
June 18, 1998.
The decision was made,
through the federal budget,
that student loans could not

be discharged for at least 10
years, after last attending
school. Prior to September 30,
1997, the courts were able to
find a balance between the
competing interests of debtor
and the creditors and to work
out an equitable order.
Between September 30, 1997
and June 17, 1997, a 2 year
waiting period was imposed.
"The decision for that
change," said Collins, "was
made after a great deal of public consultation."
Most of the people
involved, including the
trustee community, felt that
this was workable, since it
was for a relatively short period of time.
The purpose was to prevent
students from filing for bank-

ruptcy immediately after leaving school, without attempting to pay back their loans.
The change to the ten year
period was done arbitrarily,
through the budget, and all of
the previous consultation was
thrown out the window.
Collins said,
"That the change creates an
excessive waiting period and
overlooks the misery and
pressures created," Collins
said.
She knows of a single mother and two children, who are
presently on social assistance.
She left school in '96 and
still has not found any
employment.
The mother now has to
carry a 10 year financial albatross.

Being pestered about your student loan?
Know your rights when dealing with it.
They can't call you and pester you whenever they want to. If you think the
calls are excessive call the police. It's a crime to use the phone to harrass
people — even if you are a collection agent.
o If you send them a lettertelling them not to they can't call you at work. Put it
in writing though or else they'll ignore your request.
o Don't talk to them on the phone. Do everything in writing. It's always a good
idea to have something to refer to. If you request to deal with them in writing
they'll have to do it.
o If someone's rude to you report them to the government. Collection agencies
will do whatever it takes to get money out of you - including breaking the rules.
o These people are not your frieinds. Don't reveal anything to them you don't
have to. They'll try to ingratiate themselves. Just remember - they're earning a
living off your trouble.
o Don't be intimidated. These people aren't rocket scientists. You don't need a
degree in anything to be a collection agent. Always make sure they know what
they're talking about.
o Don't be afraid to consult a lawyer. It's not that expensive to have them look
over a file for you - about $50. And having some sound legal advice is always
a good idea.
o If you've come back to school full-time they have to cease collection activity
for a Canadian Student Loan. That's right. They're not entitled to one thin
dime. So tell them to take a hike.
o They may threaten to take you to court. But if your paying anything - no matter how little - they probably won't. You're making an effort so it's not likely
they'll be able to get a judge to view their case favourably.
o Always try to be unfailingly polite. But when that doesn't work don't get mad.
Start dealing with the problem within the system. You can refuse to deal with
an individual agent if you feel they're too rude.

Minto Armouries, 969 St. Matthew's Ave., Room 151.
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Herbal medicine popular with many
patients but derided by doctors
By Sherry Andrusiak she wanted to. She lost
weight and felt better
y now many too.
Performance enhancers
students are take many forms. Some
starting to feel legal ones students frethe demands of their quently use include ginclasses at Red River seng, herbal energy formulas, and aromatheraCollege.
Students pulling all py.
Many people use natnighters to finish pro- ural remedies to fend off
jects or study for tests winter illnesses.Vitamin
and mid-terms may C is usually quite popufind that coffee does- lar. Propolis and echinacea are up and coming
n't cut it anymore.
So what are the alterna- in the world of herbs.
And if you're not sure,
tives?
why not take a multivita-

B

"I was in so much
pain . . . and the doctors weren't helping."
-Alex Burgess
Herbalist Patient
First year Creative
Communications student, Alex Burgess, had a
problem with her stomach about five years ago.
Her doctor didnit
know what was wrong
initially, and after several
tests told her she had a
hiatus hernia, or
stretched stomach.
He said this was part of
nature, and there was
nothing to do but watch
what she ate.
"I was in so much pain
from the burning and
bloating of indigestion,"
Alex said. "And the doctors weren't helping."
Alex went to E Allan
Bailey, a local herbalist
for help.
Through
iridology,
Bailey found what was
wrong with Alex, as she
did not tell him herself.
He gave her digestive
enzymes, psyllium hulls,
and cascara sagrada, a
laxative derived from
tree bark.
Within days, the pain
was gone. After a month,
Alex could eat anything

min?
The answer: you may
be poisoning yourself.
Many herbs do work,
but like prescription
drugs, they must be
taken the right way in
order to be effective.
Most herbalists have a
method to find out
what problems your
body is suffering from,
as well as the knowledge to suggest an herb
or combination of herbs
that will work in your
body for that particular
problem.
(Herbalists make it
clear that they do not
diagnose or prescribe.)
Some common tests
are iridology, a study of
flecks on the iris, and
contact reflex analysis, a
test of the entire body,
communicated by a
reflex point on the
shoulder.
There are other things
that herbalists can help
with too.
For students, concentrating in class, retaining information, and
not catching the bug

that& keeping your
classmates away is a big
concern.
Giving his medical
opinion on herbs, Dr. Bill
Pope from the College of
Physicians and Surgeons
of Manitoba, said,"There
is little scientific evidence to support the
results people get."
He said people will
experience a "placebo
effect" where they have a
powerful response to the
herbs becau-se they
believe they will feel better after taking them.
When asked if doctors
feel that herbalists are
taking away their
patients, Dr. Pope said as
long as patients tell their
doctors they are using
herbs and continue to see
doctors on a regular
basis, there is no problem.
Dr. Pope also said that
iridology does not work,
but admits that he has
never seen an herbalist
or iridologist.

Herbal remedies are becoming more and more popular. Some patients swear by them and say they've
cured them.

from a BA
use t
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Tue, 27 Oct 1998
Hopefully you remember me, Kevin East, that alumni 13.11CC student
Hi NOrtria•
that is now a CCMA/Poreign Affairs intern in the Ca.ribbean. I do have a
postcardIt's
forbeen
you,quite
just hectic
haven't
sentthe
it yet.
vis.
with
passage of Hurricane Georges,
which directly hit us! Severe damage has been done to St.Kitts and Ne
I am just thankful that my life was spared!
Have
been
volunteering
lot
Very
busy
at or
developingadiffor
withelocamrgny (
ferent projects and proposals. I am
PND(Foundation
for
it working
economicfor
development
organization,
P
micro
and small businesses. I have done several
National Development) a non
things gives
including
designed a web page, newsletter, and policies and procewhich
out lodes
dures manual. I have also spent a lot of time in the field with clients,
to a fitness club,
including farmers, fisherman, retail, etc.
Have
Spare time I am taking Spanish
going
ing a classes,
little time
at the beaches.
volunteering, and of course spend
to get out every weekend.
ear?
change from last y
taken up snorkeling and try
How is everything at aaCC? Anything
Personnel, building structure, etc. I actually met someone here that I
played intermerial volleyball against last year I couldn't believe it.
Tobi from the CAP program is also an intern with OCOD and ist working
resented
St.Ritts:
with the Ministry of Education as a computer support
consulant.
Make
sure you tell the "big wigs' that 13.1tCC is well rep in
More so, I basicallyto
found
my placement
on the internet
your
work.
Sa instructors
if through
you ever
whoever
Say hi to all my
office!
well,
back
speak with
them,
Mrs. Derkson, Mr. Dulat, Mr. Mcleod, Mrs
else knows me. Using many skills I acquired from 1113.CC1
Take care. Kevin

V" RED RIVER COLLEGE

OF APPLIED ARTS, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

D104, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. daily
Job Bank in the Library
http://www.rrc.mb.ca/jobs/index.htm

The

ftcentre
gets results!
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Winnipeg voters either blase or positive
about Glen Murray's sexual orientation
By Kim Corneillie

usic,
cheers,
and clapping
were heard last week
from inside the
Provencher Room at
the Hotel Fort Garry
as, Glen Murray, was
announced new city
mayor.
According to CJOB,
the final numbers
were 112 078 votes
for Murray and 101
509 votes for Peter
Kaufmann.
Murray said the celebration

was not about him, but about
the city of Winnipeg.
"It's about all of the people
who are sometimes taken for
granted," he cried.
The crowd cheered and
applauded.
Murray said he will start
city business next week with a
meeting with an aboriginal
committee to discuss housing,
education, and employment
problems.
He said he will tackle the
tax problems and continue to
help to redevelop the inner
city over the next four years.
Interviews with voters
showed Murray's homosexuality didn't affect their vote.
When Pamela Neves,
Murray's partner's sister, was
asked why she vote for
Murray, she said, "Winnipeg

Security News
Recent Incidents
Oct. 16th — Auto parked in W1 lot was
entered and stereo equipment stolen.
Oct. 14th — Food Service area in J Building
was entered and a small amount of food
was stolen.
Oct. 9th — Locker in B Building was
entered and a text books were stolen.

is ready for change and Glen
is an honest person."
She said having a gay
mayor will be a big step for
Winnipeg, a positive step.
Tom Kisiloski, when asked
how he felt about Murray's
sexual orientation, said what

"Wow,
Winnipeg is
a cool
place."
-Glen Murray
Murray does in his own home
is his own business.
He added, " he will be quite
a substantially better mayor

than Kaufmann."
Kisiloski didn't agree with
Kaufmann's proposal to sell
Winnipeg Hydro because it
makes a profit for the city.
Barbara Judt, a Toronto
Dominion Bank employee,
said she voted for Murray
because he's fresh.
" He's got great vision."
She said Murray's sexual
orientation shouldn't make a
difference, but people will be
thinking about it.
Murray addressed his sexual orientation and said other
cities will talk about this election for a long time because a
gay mayor was elected. He
said, "
People from Vancouver to
Halifax will be talking about
this election." He said and
added other cities will be say-

Crime Prevention Tips (In the home)
°Keep doors and windows locked at all
times.
°Install a peephole so that you can see
who is outside without having to open the
door.
°Never open the door to a stranger. Verify
identification first.

Winnipeg's new
Mayor, Glen Murray at
a debate at the College
last month.
Projector Photo: Joey Olafson

Safety Audit Review of the Campus. The
purpose of this review is to examine the
buildings and grounds with a view of
enhancing the safety of all persons that
attend to the Campus.
If you should have any concerns with
respect to this issue, please phone the
Security Manager (632-2119) so your concern can be presented to the committee.

Safety Audit Review
The College is currently undertaking a

Purchase ANY
"Chicken Dinner"
(9 pieces or more
which includes
potato wedges, coleslaw, rolls and dressing

and receive 6 pieces of chicken
and a l titre of Coke FREE.
or purchase "6 Pieces of Chicken"
or more and receive 3 pieces of chicken
, ,A00:f0

and a 1 litre of Coke FREE.
Offer on/y valid if purchased is picked up after 2:30 pm.

Now available at
The Buffalo and Otto's Cafeteria

RED RIVER COLLEGE
OF APPLIED ARTS, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
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Like it or not Toews has to enforce it
ing to those representing the
various sides of an issue, the
government will act "in a way
that seems most appropriate,"
which may go with or against
o aspect of the public opinion.
justice system
"We cannot be driven by
is immune to, public clamour or which
or above, public criti- group is yelling the loudest."
Toews said "the public view
cism, according to Vic is clearly divided" on the issue
Toews, Manitoba's of Bill C-68, the new firearms
attorney-general and registration law. People living
in rural areas are strongly
minister of justice.
opposed to the law, said
Toews was at Red Toews.

by
Theresa Seraphim

River College to give a
talk to public relations
students regarding
public perceptions of
the justice system and
various justice issues.
"1 don't get involved in any
of the cases" before the courts,
said Toews, in order to avoid
appearances of a conflict of
interest.
Rather, he assigns the task of
policy direction to prosecutors.
As provincial justice minister, however, "I have the unenviable task of carrying out
policies" based on legislation
"I might not agree with."
When an issue arises, the
public will come to him due to
his responsibility "to ensure
the interests of the community
to see that justice is done. I
must honour and express the
community's need for justice."
Toews said that after listen-

"I don't get
involved in
any of the
cases."
Vic Toews
Attorney General
Toews said the Manitoba
government asked Ottawa for
"evidence that mandatory registration would help in the
suppression of crime." When
none was forthcoming, the
government decided the
money could be better spent in
other areas.
Toews praised the partnerships that are developing
between police and the communities they serve. The public, he said, initiated programs
like Citizens On Patrol, where
citizens watch for any suspi-

cious activity and report it to
the police. Such initiatives are
a "good example of how
important it is to listen to the
public and then to act."
Toews said there are "few
issues that generate as much
concern" for people in
Manitoba as the Young
Offenders Act. Perpetrators,
he said, are helped by legislation like the "year and a day
law", which states that if a
beating victim, for example,
dies a year and a day or later
after the crime, the criminal
does not have to be charged
with murder because supposedly there is no connection
between the crime and the
death.
Such a law, said Toews, is
"not only archaic but also
unjust to the victim and his
family," and disputed by medical science.
Because "education is the
best indication of whether or
not someone will be involved
with crime," young offenders
in Manitoba's youth institutions go to school year-round
in order to give them a chance
to stay away from crime, said
Toews.
Many Canadians, said
Toews, are under the impression that educating the public
is all that's needed to combat
crime. He called for an
approach which involves not
only re-education but taking
steps to ensure that people can
regain confidence in the justice
system.

by Theresa Seraphim
On October 4, my backpack—containing computer disks,
my watch, two 'Winnipeg Library books which had just been
borrowed, various pieces of identification and other sundry
items—was stolen while I vvas at a 'meeting at a dokvntow
location.Fortunately, I had put my apart rient keys and bus
pass in my pants pockets, so I was able to reach II ornc and get
into my place. I immediately called my bank to have my
debit card cancelled, and the lady was very sympathetic as I
poured out my tale of WOE'. l also went to the police station
and filed a report.
The morning if October 6 I went to the library to get a
replacement card and to report the stolen books. I was told
that because I am responsible for any materials taken 011
under my name, I will be paying approximately Itif the
books don't turn up.
I also got a replacement bank card. Then I came tar to :
and got my student card replaced as well, All this in one
morning.
I mention these details to make clear thehere
to
work the victim 'must do following a ,e situatio a. I ha
other plans for that Sunday evening and Tuesday morning—
mainly working on assignments, of course—but I needed that
time so I could nip around replacing ‘a.hatever iterris I c d.
'Beyond the financial and time considerations, however e
emotional impact was more than had bargained for.
Initially, as we looked for the backpack, I held out hope that it
would be found. As it became clear that it was truly gone, the
anger and vulnerability I kit came to the fore. I felt cheated
and violated.
I don't wish to overstate what happened; I want to ma
clear that crime has a deep effect on victims—even when
"just" theft. I now know that no crime is truly small. I' am
much more aware of safety precautions now and of w ays that
our schools, homes arid workplaces can be rnade safer.
I resolve to do my utmost to =bold the law. And when
hear of someone who has been victimized, I now have
idea of what he or she has experienced; I will do my best to
ensure that I am responsible for that person's comfort—and
not his or her pain.

THE FOOD BANK IS NOW OPEN !
HOURS OF PICKUP

MR. BONES
3 FOR 1 PIZZA!

12:30 - 3:30 PM
EVERY TUESDAY

DROP OFF REQUEST FORMS AT THE
FOLLOWING CENTRES BY : FRIDAY NOON
• STUDENTS ASSOCIATION OFFICE - ROOM DM20
• FOOD BANK OFFICE - TRAILER L
• TUTORIAL CENTRE - ROOM E303
• DAY CARE CENTRE - ROOM A101E
• ACCESS OFFICE - ROOM F210
INFORMATION CENTRE

IN WINNIPEG, MR. BONES IS THE

... AND

NOBODY BEATS THE KING!

DELIVERY
ANYWHERE
IN WINNIPEG!
No coupon necessary can
expire without notice

Siart your
Job seat") now!

Register Now!

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO VOLUNTEER OR MAKE A
DONATION PLEASE CONTACT :
THE FOOD BANK COORDINATOR
MARION KARIUKI
632-2198 OR 632-2375

The Projector is always looking for contributors. It doesn't matter if you've never done
it before. If you've got a story idea give us a
call at 632-2479.

Recruitment is starting now

for the
1998/99 student employment season
with the provincial government and
private sector employers participating
in provincial government programs.

Invest in your future!
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STEP Services representatives
will be at the Library Alcove on
December 3.
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a registration form so you can apply
now for part-time jobs available during the school year as
well as summer jobs. This is your chance to apply the skills
Drop by and pick up

you have towards your career goals. Forms are also available
at your student employment centre.

O
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STEP

SERVICES

Manitoba
Education
and Training
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From the College

Couch Potato Study Gets the Media's Attention

The Canadian Fitness and Lifestyle Research Institute got excellent national coverage of its 1997 Physical Activity Benchmarks study, released in
late January at a press conference in Ottawa.
This included all major newspapers, several hundred radio and television stations, and such magazines as Maclean's.
The Toronto Star was typical: "Couch potato life called health risk — two of three Canadians need more exercise, study finds," The Star announced on
a two column top-of-the-page byline story on page 3.
"CFLRI's survey of 2,500 Canadians found that 63% were physically inactive for less than an hour a day. That level of inactivity poses the same
health risk as smoking a pack of cigarettes a day, one doctor said," Derek Ferguson informed The Star's readers.
The report, funded by federal and provincial governments and the College of Family Physicians of Canada, found that 25% of all deaths due to heart
diseases in 1993 were a direct result of inactivity and could have been avoided. If Canadians were sufficiently active, the health care system would
benefit to the tune of $700 million a year.
"We are not talking about turning this nation into a team of 30 million marathon runners," Dr. Andrew Pipe of the University of Ottawa Heart
Institute told the press conference.
"We are urging Canadians of all ages to be active for 30 minutes at least four times a week."
"A simple message that any activity is good, but more is better has to go out to every Canadian." Added Dr. Nick Busing, president of the CFPC.
One of the startling findings from this study included:
Two-thirds of children and young people are not active enough to build a solid foundation for future health and well-being.
From: Active Living, March 1998

Red River College Wellness Committee

Frequent our great outlets and get Your
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area, Plaza level, Bldg. A
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ParktngTh
•• •

BUFFALO CAFETERIA:
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Chester Fried Chicken

Student Parking
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the Buffalo Cafeteria
PRAIRIE LIGHTS:

HARD DRIVE CAFE:

Nei 404

•

JAVA JUNCTION & DELI
and DAWGS 'N'
DRINKS:
across from The Ox, in

Mall level, by the
planter fountain
Mall level, Bldg. B,
beside the student lounge

Authorized Student++
••
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.•
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OTTO S:
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Valid anytime - No time restrictions

Mall level, across from
the Bookstore

at the top of the ramp
to Bldg. J

Available at all Food Services
locations (except Prairie Lights)
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DAWGS 'N' DRINKS:
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Lot

Mall level, across from
the Cave

' South

StaffNisitors

yc Free Medium Drink when
completed

Notre Dame Avenue

yr Chance to win monthly prizes

Services are available from 7:30 a.m.
most days from August, 1998 to December 18, 1998.
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Entertainment

Apt Pupil Loses Sight of
True Horror of Holocaust
3y

Kevin glasier

pt Pupil is a morbid
examination of the evils
of human nature.
The film, directed by Bryan
Singer (The Usual Suspects) and
based on a novella by Stephen
King, uses historical references
to the Holocaust to drive the narrative.
The Holocaust, that included
the Nazis' extermination of 11
million people during World War
II, has been the subject of several Academy Award winning films
including

A

Schindle r 's

List
The
Long Way Home

(1993) and

(1997).
The material is
instantly compelling
but it carries with it
an inherent obligation to tell the stories of the 11 million
victims so that similar atrocities will
never happen again.
At first Apt Pupil attempts to
do just that.
The opening lines of the film
comment on the break down in
society that allowed the
Holocaust to take place: "some
people do what they did and oth-

ers do nothing at all."
Brad Renfro (The Client,
Sleepers ) plays Todd
Bowden, a 16-year-old high
school student who becomes
obsessed with the Holocaust
after learning about it in
school.
Through his personal studies Todd comes to a startling
revelation: a man on his local
bus is a former SS officer.
Todd begins his own investigation into the identity of
the man which includes collecting fingerprints from his
mailbox.
The evidence
is conclusivethe man named
Arthur Denker
(Sir Ian
McKellen) is
actually Kurt
Dussander a
Nazi war criminal who immigrated to the
United States
illegally.
Todd confronts
Dussander and blackmails him.
In exchange for keeping his
identity a secret, Todd wants
Dussander to reveal details about
the atrocities he committed during the war.

Todd says he wants to know

"everything they're afraid to
show us in school."
The private lessons turn out to
be more than Todd had bargained
for.
When Dussander graphically
explains mass gas chamber executions and decompression
experiments Todd finds himself
haunted by the images.
As his obsession grows his
nightmares increase and his
grades fall from A's to D's.
A more disturbing transformation awaits Todd, however, as he
is overcome by violent urges that
culminate in a lesson that teaches
him human nature's ultimate
capacity for evil.
The casting of the film's lead
roles is done well.
McKellen, a veteran stage

actor, is convincing as he switches between Dussander's evil
and charming personas.
Renfro, in his sixth film
at the age of 16, turns in an
adequate though somewhat
passionless performance.
The casting of David
Schwimmer as Todd's guidance counselor Mr. French
is a distraction.
Although Schwimmer's
acting is good enough to
separate him from his character of Ross on Friends,
the audience finds the transition
a little more difficult.
When the mustached Schwimmer
first appeared on
screen the audience
broke out into laughter at a scene that
was not meant to be
funny.
Another problem
with the film is the
pace of the narrative.
The film is riveting in the first
twenty minutes but in the following hour the pace slows almost to
a standstill.
When the narrative tension
picks up again a few audience
members were disengaged and
talking to each other.
The film, which is advertised

as a horror thriller, does have
some frightening and disturbing
scenes as Singer eerily depicts
the Holocaust victims in Todd's
nightmares.
The images are haunting and
visceral but they also signal
where the film fails most.
Although the subject of the
viewer's horror should be the
hideous acts of the Nazis, Singer
uses the victims as the horror
inducing device.
Thus, the audience fe4rs the
victims themselves rather than
what has been done to them.
With this
Singer risks trivializing
the
Holocaust
by
using its victims
for cheap horror
thrills.
He forgets the
true horror of the
Holocaust: people
were exterminated
for what they were rather than
who they were.
By making the victims objects
of horror Singer dehumanizes
them and does not convey their
suffering in an empathetic way to
the viewer.
Apt Pupil had 11 million stories to tell, but ultimately the
film does nothing at all.

One 'Mighty' Good Movie
The Mighty takes viewer on an emotional ride, much more than just a `tear-jerker'
/ f you're going to see this movie because you heard
Sharon Stone is in it and you think it's going to be a
sex pot a la Basic Instinct type movie, don't go.
Also, if you're a person who doesn't feel comfortable
crying in front of strangers, this is not the movie for you.
Based on Rodman Philbrick's novel Freak, the Mighty
, this is a heartwarming tale about two outcast boys who
come together to overcome their disabilities and deficiencies to form a
trusting, touching friendship that provides plenty of emotional and humorous moments.
Elden Ratliffe plays Maxwell Kane,
a very husky youth who ig ridiculed by
the kids at school because he has a
reading disability, no friends, and his
father killed his mother.
The kids tease him with taunts such
as "Killer Kane has no brain".
He lives with his Gran, played by
Gina Rowlands and Grim, played by
Harry Dean Stanton.
Rowlands gives a solid performance as Maxis overbearing, but understanding grandmother.
When Gwen Dillion, played by Sharon Stone moves in
next door with her physically disabled son Kevin, Max's
life begins to take a drastic change.
Kieran Culkin, younger brother to Macaulay, plays the
exceptionally intelligent boy, living bravely with a debilitating, fatal syndrome.
Kevin and Max develop a friendship when Kevin
becomes Max's reading tutor.
Kevin is able to capture Max's imagination with stories
of The Knight's of King Arthur.
Their friendship is cemented in aparticularly touching

scene where, after paying Max $5 to take him to see the
He has managed to create a film that has a little bit of
fireworks, Max picks up Kevin and sits him on his shoul- something for everyone.
ders so he can see better. From then on, the
I laughed... I cried...this movie takes you on an emotwo team up, the "brain" and the "brawn" to form Freak, tional ride.
the Mighty.
Together the two embark on King Arthur inspired
iquestsi to iprove their worthI as knights and men.
This movie is sensitive and touching without being
sappy or melodramatic.
The situations are presented in a realistic manner and the acting
performances, especially
by the two youths, are all
outstanding.
Sharon Stone turns in an
Oscar worthy, heartfelt
A FUNDRAISING DANCE WILL BE HELD
performance and she
ON NOV.14 , AT THE RECREATION
looks great throughout the
movie, which should help
CENTRE IN ST. LAURENT, MB. FOR
get those guys who might
DEREK CARRIERE WHO IS IN DESPERATE
call this a "chick flick"
into the theatres.
NEED OF A KIDNEY TRANSPLANT.
James Gandolfini is particularly villainTICKETS ARE $10 EACH.
ous as Max's low life father, Kenny Kane
who is released from prison to come back to
kidnap Max.
DONATIONS CAN BE MADE AT :
This dark plot twist, along with several
confrontations between Freak, the Mighty
and the neighborhood bullies, provide The
CAISSE POPULAIRE
Mighty with some tense, exciting scenes.
ST. LAURENT, MB.
Meatloaf and Gillian Anderson make
appearances as Iggy, one of Kenny's old
acquaintances and his drunk of a girlfriend
PH.(204) 646-2382
Loretta Lee.
Director Peter Chelsom should be proud.

FUNDRAISING DANCE !!
FOR 12 YEAR OLD
DEREK CARRIERE
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Maestro's Hip-Hop Symphony
Artist slams Canadian Music Industry that virtually ignores Hip-Hop
ey /Ingelou 9. 3lores

M

aestro (no longer Fresh Wes)
touched down in Winnipeg to
promote the release of "Built to
Last," his fourth album in what seems like
an eon, and to prove as an emcee, he is
still relevant in an industry that is slowly
saturating under mediocrity.
Seasoned members of the local HipHop population, younger new schoolers, and the occasional skater filled
the Bulman Student Centre at the U of
W to reminisce and satisfy curiosity.
The object of wonder once ruled the
Canadian Pop and Urban charts, toured
North America with Public Enemy and
Ice-T, garnered respect for Canadian
artists south of the border and made the
collective backbone slide.
Last we saw Maestro in a major way, he
just released Naaah, Dis Kid Can't Be
From Canada, named after a show down
south in which members of the audience
expressed surprise at just how nice this
T.O. native can get on the mic.
Since then, he released an obscure 12"
meant to keep audiences aware, and to
push into the US college market. H e
dealt with a "hard time tryin" to take it to
the next level with his former label, LMR.
It was LMR who introduced Let Your
Backbone Slide to Canadian and
American markets and propelled Maestro
into double platinum status.
It is also LMR who Maestro blames for
the lackluster success of his sophomore
Black Tie Affair.

He went from commercial airplay on 36
stations to a paltry six, which affected
sales and became "a big disappointment."
For the last album, Maestro moved to
the South Bronx in New York (the birthplace of hip-hop culture),
and
enlisted the
aid of microphone aficionados
Showbiz
& AG.
According
to the duo
produced
some of the
tracks on Naaah,
Dis Kid Can't Be From
Canada, which had temporary distribution

in the States by Polygram and lent
Maestro an added sprinkle of credibility in
the States.
"We just connected."
The support from two of Hip-Hop's
most respected technicians bolstered
Maestro's hyperdrive and made him confident he had been accepted by the culture
he lived for.
Stick To Your Vision, the first single off
the new album speaks of the trials endured
between the last album to the present and
is once again garnering Maestro heavy
rotation on The Nation's Music Station, a
medium he once ruled.
Recording for the album began in
October '97 right up until Attic, who

licensed previous albums, signed him as
their artist in September of this year.
DJ Skam, Ghetto Concept, 2 Rude, DJ
Grouch of the award-winning Turnstylz
Crew, James McCollum of the
Philosopher Kings, Choclair (who recently inked with Virgin) and Carla Marshall
stopped by to lend their skills to the
Maestro.
Maestro is invigorated by the opportunity to speak on the slings and arrows of trying to maintain, evident in tracks like the
first single, Built To Last,which demonstrates he has lost none of his lyrical mastery, and Still In Da Game, the
collaboration with Snow. .
"I feel like I'm continuing what I'm
doing," he saidwhen referring to the new
album, while at the same time crucifying a
Canadian industry that fails to properly
cultivate and support its Hip-Hop artists.
HDV also moved to the States to work
his thing, Michie Mee failed with
Raggadeath before winning
best independent honours at the Muchmusic
Video Awards this
year, the Dream
Warriors no longer
seem to have any
relevance, and
Rumble found relative success in the UK
as a house artist.
The above are perfect
examples of misused potential
gone awry.
Maestro appreciates current Canadian

Hip-Hop talent with a smile.
"I'm proud of these cats."
He especially credits the success of the
Rascalz and their manager Sol Guy, who
boycotted their Juno Award to protest the
lack of respect given to hip-hop in
Canada.
He describes them as "a dope, strong
team working together."
"Wheti I came out we didn't have a lot
of things they have now," referring to
grants like VideoFACT.
VideoFACT is a grant given to
Canadian independent artists to produce
videos, largely sponsored and influenced
by MuchMusic guru Moses Znaimer.
Maestro rounded out the show with the
jam that rocked hip-hop true schoolers
everywhere, even bringing up a slew of
women from the crowd to embrace the
vibe that was being provided for the
crowd in front of them.
He begins those familiar lines, "This is
a throwdown, a showdown/It's
gonna go...(down)" and the anxious throng before him erupted into a mad frenzy,
rapping every line along
with the emcee they came
to witness.
"I just wanna say I hope.
people check out the album
and listen to it."

HOPE THE MOVIE IS BETTER...
PERMANENT MIDNIGHT, A LET DOWN
-

PERMANENT MIDNIGHT
SOUNDRAGIC
VARIOUS
3y Kelley Craig

f you're a manic depressive, a schizophrenic or
just a run-of-the-mill-basket-case, this is the
CD for you.
Permanent Midnight is a soundtrack for the
like-titled film about a television writer, who at the
top of his career becomes addicted to heroine.
The producers have compiled music so morose and dispirited that even exercise
guru Richard Simmons would contemplate suicide after, hearing it.
The CD features a variety of artists like Prodigy and Lael Alderman and showcases
Hip-Hop, Dance and Rock.
None of it is very impressive.
Godspeed by BT is a dance piece without lyrics that plays the same seven notes over
and over again.
If you're over 12-years-old and you don't worship the Spice Girls, you won't appreciate this song.
Spring Hell's A Permanent Theme is another wordless dance tune so devoid of anything unique that even 12-year-olds wouldn't like this one.
The track Take Your Time by Spiritualized is another failure as the lead singers
mumbles through the lyrics and sounds as if he wants to be Jim Morrison reincarnated.
However, when 13 artists contribute to one album, chances are not all of the tracks
are going to suck.

/

The acoustic guitar on Lael Aldeman's Cigarette is a refreshing change from the synthesizers and electric drum kits that permeate the disc.
Also a nice change is the alternative blues song Get Miles by Gomez.
It sounds like the vocalist Ben Ottewell threw back a few ounces of Jack Daniels and
smoked a pack of cigarettes before he cut the track.
All the songs probably work very well in the actual film but they do not stand on
their own in a personal collection.
Permanent Midnight is yet another example of
a record company's transparent attempt to cash in
on a movie's promotional hype.
SHARED REFLECTIONS,
FUTURE DIRECTIONS:
HUMAN RIGHTS
Digcover the best of the
IN CANADA
Web for FREE in

SURFEacej, your weekly
email review of Websites.

CLEA'S 10th Annual
Human Rights Conference

Subscribe before
Dec. 15, 1998 and
you may win

Thursday, December 10th &
Friday, December 11th, 1998.

$100!
Subscribe today.

Le Club La Verendrye, 614
Des Meurons St., Wpg, Mb.

S UREaCe]
www.netreader.com

click on
us today

Registration
Early registration is
recommended, as space is limited
Registration deadline is
December 3rd, 1998.
Please register before November
27th, 1998 if you have any
dietary, communications or other
needs.
For more information call
CLEA at 943-2382 or e-mail
leo@communitylegal.mb.ca
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Dramatic Links

ny Carla Harms
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trayed by the RWB dancers.
1800's at the estate of Lucy
interesting, but I thought they
he
audience
Dracula was created by Canadian Westenra.
somehow seemed out of place
strained to see
choreographer
Lucy was ill,
in the middle of the production.
through the smoke
Mark Godden to
having been
Act III took place in
as a man in black became
music by Gustav
inducted into
Budapest and Transylavania in
visible and moved
Mahler, with set
Dracula's
the late 1800's.
toward the woman at the
and
costume
world and
In this act, Lucy's friend
front of the stage,
designs
by
her doctor
Mina
is
summoned
to the side of
sweeping forward in one Andre Lewis Winnipeg
and suitors
her
ill
fiance,
Jonathan,
who
Pau 1 Daigle
ravenous gesture to feed
Designer Paul
managed to
has been assisting Count
on her blood.
Daigle and lighting
free her by battling Dracula in buying real estate in England.
At first glance, I thought I was at an by David Morrison.
Dracula with crosses
Dracula takes Mina captive in an excepAndrew Lloyd Webber musical instead of
RWB music
and stakes.
tional dance.
the Royal Winnipeg Ballet's production of director and conZhang Wei-Qiang
Cindy Marie Small played Mina and, in
Dracula.
ductor Earl Stafford
played Dracula and my opinion, her scene with Dracula was
If you were one of the lucky people to conducted the
Tara Birtwhistle the most impressive part of the produchave seen Dracula, you probably noticed, Winnipeg
played Lucy.
tion.
as I did, that this was not a very typical Symphony
Birtwhistle was
Dracula was strong throughout the proproduction for the RWB.
Orchestra and the
one of the biggest duction, but the two female leads stand out
"If you constantly seek new truths, wish University
highlights of the most in my mind.
to gain knowledge of the visible and not so Singers.
Tara Birtwhistle and Zhang Wei-Qiang production.
The production ended with Dracula
visible world, create new architecture,
Dracula was
Her movements being killed and left the audience with the
improve on what is and hope to exceed performed at the Manitoba Centennial were fluid and her dancing looked effort- feeling that good prevails over evil.
what is attainable, than these perfor- Concert Hall from October 21 to 25 night- less, the mark of an exceptional ballet
This production was a hit for almost
mances are for you,"said RWB artistic ly at 8 p.m. and Saturday and Sunday dancer.
anyone who saw it.
director, Andre Lewis
matinees at 2 p.m.
Act II consisted of a pantomime and a red
John Heminger, an avid Ballet goer, said
Dracula was successful in bringing all
All of the performances were sold out.
scene which took place in the present, late it was "Fabulous."
the dread and horror into the production
The length of the entire ballet was 141
1900's.
Personally, I loved it and wish it would
without a lot of gore.
minutes with two 15-minute intermis- The pantomime had the audience laughing have played longer so that more people
It had all of the passion and fascination sions.
and was a bit of comic relief after act I.
could have seen it.
that Dracula usually offers, tastefully porAct I was set in England in the late The pantomime and the red scene were

T

Dracula Aftermath : ghe Sweet Taste of Success
ey Eleanor Coopsammy
Entertainment Editor

formance on Saturday was disappointed.
"I had a real problem with their timing. It didn't look like it was rehearsed
enough. The costumes were gorgeous, but I've seen them all before. They
looked like a series of left-over red costumes that they just wanted to use."
here was no blood loss financially as the Royal Winnipeg Ballet's
Klassen explained that unlike previous full-length productions, the
Dracula sucked in vampire-lovers.
choreographer Mark Godden had less time to prepare.
"Usually, a choreographer has a year to a year and half to prepare, but
The production, a spin-off of Bram Stoker's novel, ran from Oct. 21-25.
Godden
only had eight months."
Dracula cost $350,000 to produce and is still being paid for, but Publicity
Klassen admitted that there may have been some segments in Act II
Manager Greg Klassen isn't worried.
that needed a little cleaning up on opening night, but that is all got tighter
"This is the most successful production we've had in years. Considering
Mark Godden
as the production continued.
we had eight performances and they all sold out, I imagine as they contin"I think as far as world premieres go,
ue to perform, they'll make even more."
RWB
has
done
very
well and we have a
According Klassen, the ballet attracted a much younger crowd.
lot
to
be
proud
of'.
"We were trying to attract a younger audience and it obviously worked because I saw
a lot of young Goths at the performances."
On Oct. 28, only Act II of the three-act ballet was performed in Brandon.
Just in time for Halloween, audiences in Saskatoon and Regina recieved a Dracula
treat on Oct. 30.
Dracula is also slated to have a full western-Canadian tour in the
spring.
Most weren't let down by the Royal Winnipeg Ballet's world
premiere.
Heather
Neary, who was
visiting
from
Iowa,
heard
about the ballet
and wanted to
NORTHWESTERN COLLEGE OF CHIROPRACTIC can provide yotti. y an
see what all the
education
They
fuss was about.
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impressed,
' research. Northwestern is a
thought the dancfeaturing a well mulcted, RIGOROUS EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
ing was exquisite
bade
and clinical sciences diagnosis, X-ray, chiropractic therapeutics, wellness caree
and the little
and
practice
management. Our pioneering clinical internship programs, interdisciptigremlin
cosd opportunities and a state-of-the art student clinic provide our graduates
tumes were so
with
an ALLELED
na'rY SW
UNPARALLELED
NPAR
CLINICAL FOUNDATION. Add our Career Services
imaginative.
lvi
Cenfier, where we assist our graduates in job placement, and you can understand why
They were even
our graduates have such a high satisfaction level with their careers. For a personal visit
humourous parts,
or more detailed information, call a Northwestern admissions counselor at
despite the dark
1-800-888-4777-Or go virtual at www.nwchiro.edu
context," said
Neary, who saw the
production Saturday evening.

T

Dracula

cost $350,000
to produce,
but after
eight sold-out
performances
RWB isn't
worried

Others were not so enamoured with the blood-sucking adventure.
Shannon Trapp, who is an avid ballet-goer and who also saw the per-

-

2501 W.

84th St.

Minneapolis. MN 55431
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WH ISKEYTOWN
FAITH LESS STREET
OUTPOST/UN IVERSAL
3y Ken Hunter

66

Uy Amber Saleem

started this damn country band because punk rock
is too hard to sing," sings

Whiskeytown guitarist and vocalist Ryan Adams on
Faithless Street 's title track.
If punk rock is too hard to sing, "this damn country
band" is too hard to listen to, not because they're a bad
band, but because Whiskeytown's alt-country music
is depressing.
I mean that in a good way, though.
North Carolina's Whiskeytown is perfect listening while driving on a country highway at night
following a break up.
Faithless Street originally came out on North
Carolina indie label Mood Food in 1996.
It has just been re-released with new artwork
and nine bonus tracks.
The revamped Faithless Street was produced by Chris
Stamey (dB's ) and Tim Harper (Connells ).
Besides Adams, the Faithless Street incarnation of
Whiskeytown included: Caitlin
Cary- violin, vocals; Eric "Skillet"
Gilmore- drums; Steve
Grothmann- bass; Phil Wandscherguitar, vocals; Bob Ricker- pedal
steel; and Nicholas Petti- accordion, banjo, and pedal steel.
Adams' raspy, melancholy

voice shines on the CD's 21 tracks.
Describing the song Midway Park,
Adams says its "trebly picking
style came from a fascination with
(R.E.M. guitarist) Peter Buck and
(former Byrd) Roger McGuinn."
Faithless Street 's lyrics provide a
sombre slice of Americana.
On Too Drunk to Dream, for
example, Adams sings, "Sugar, you can
leave if you want to/ I got no more tears to
cry."
On Matrimony, Caitlin Cary laments, "It
somehow seems to me that matrimony's
misery."
On the beautifully bleak Desperate Ain't
Lonely (one of the bonus tracks), Adams
sings, "In the daytime, I"m lonesome./ In
the night time, I'm sad."
It's so encouraging to see people finding inspiration in
depression.
Whiskeytown sounds similar to other alt-country bands
like Wilco, Scud Mountain Boys, and Son Volt.
The Faithless Street re-release is a melancholy masterpiece.
Buy it, buy some Kleenex, break up with someone (or
have them break up with you), and go for a
long, lonesome drive down a country
highway.

Dl SPOOKY
RIDDIM WARFARE
OUTPOST RECORDINGS
► y ,tyler Heshka

WHALE
ALL DISCO DANCE
MUST END IN
BROKEN BONES
VIRGIN
ey Nancy /Vlak

D

ance music is becoming more and
more impossible to categorize.

Since the introduction of the rave, such
various forms of music as Gabber, House,
Hippy Hardcore, Trance, and others have
arisen.
Only the true dance music fanatic can
distinguish the differences.
Paul D. Miller AKA DJ Spooky blurs
the lines and creates a form of dance
music that is truly original.
It's sometimes ambient, sometimes
drum and bass, sometimes hip hop, and
oftentimes a hybrid of all three and more.
Spooky creates lush soundscapes, mixing electronic noises with sounds from the
real world.
There's drum machines, record scratches, and guitars.
This isn't music for the dance floor, it's
the kind of music that needs to be enjoyed
with head phones and the full attention of
the listener.
Each listen rewards the listener with an
awareness of the different layers of sound
that make up each song.
DJ Spooky also enlists the help of guest
contributers, including Killah Priest and
Thurston Moore of Sonic Youth.
While he probably won't be making any
mainstream record store's top ten list,
Spooky will continue making a splash in
the underground dance scene and
deservedly so.

MUCH MORE
MUSIC
COMPILATION
( PO LYGR AM,EM I,
SONY,
UNIVERSAL, BMG,
WARNER)

hale became
known
worldwide
for their 1993 single, Ctrl.
Hobo Humpin' Slobo
Crying at Airports is
Babe.
a great example of the
The trio consists of band combining elecCia Berg; singer, tronic and Hip-Hop.
Henrik Schyffert; guiWhile Deliver the
tarist and Gordon Juice is just a very catch
Cyrus; bassist.
tune.
from,
They're
The lyrics on the
Sweden, the same coun- album don't seem to
try that brought the make much sense.
world Abba, Roxette
And they shouldn't
and Ace of Base.
because the band says
Unlike the pop, when writing lyrics
radio-friendly music they put words together
these bands play, All and decide what they
Disco Dance Must End mean afterwards.
in Broken
There are quite a few
Bones is a combination slower songs that unforof a couple styles.
tunately tend to sound
The album is an inter- the same.
esting mix of electronic
All Disco Dance
and Hip-Hop, with the Must End in Broken
exception of Losing Bones has a few good
Ctrl,
tracks that show a lot of
which is a heavy, promise and
aggressive track that is worth checking out if
almost seems out place. you have some extra
The songs that caught cash.
my attention were
Crying at Airports,
Deliver the Juice and
Losing

W

ith the launch
of television
station
MuchMoreMusic this
past September, came the
compilation CD.
Sister to MuchMusic,
the new program provides an alternative listening ground to the
boomer generation.
The copy cat of
America's VH1 features
the likes of Robbie
Robertson, Seal, Vanessa
Williams and Canadian
pop diva, Celine Dion, to
list a few, as part of their
daily programming.
The double album
seems to be a carefully
chosen mix of all th
major pop stars from the
past decade and a few
from ours.

W

much

more
mrate
CONTIELIViSr01

It's a limited edition
collection of adult contemporary hits from
artists like Annie
Lennox, Bonnie Raitt
and Boyz II Men.
The coolest songs on
the album are probably
be Tony Bennet's
`Steppin out with my
baby' and Natalie
Merchant's 'Carnival.'
Though ' the
MuchMoreMusic album
probably won't be a sellout amongst the twentysomething crowd, it will
definitely make a great
Christmas present for
mom who will love listening to Whitney
Houston and her
`Greatest Love of All' or
dad who'll get a kick out
of Eric Clapton's 'My
Father's Eyes.'

JOIN A CLUB
THE CREATIVE COMMUNICATIONS CLUB
After a brief hiatus, the Cre-Comm Club is back. The Cre-Comm
Club exists for the benefit of Creative Communications students.
The club is open to all Cre-Comm students interested in pursuing
fundraising for special student initiatives. Help the Creative
Communications Club help you. Join today.
To join the Cre-Comm club, contact Kelly Chernet2.
through the Students' Association at rm DM20, or contact Kent
Gulbrantson at 632-2446.

THE UNIQUE ABORIGINAL INTERPRETERS
The Unique Aboriginal Interpreters is a first time club. This group
consists of eighteen members, mostly adults who have been out
of school for many years. All members are fluent in Algonquan
languages. The Aboriginal Interpreters course is in it's second
year at RRC, and it is the only one of its kind in the world....hence
the name, Unique Aboriginal Interpreters.
Help this club out with its fundraising. Throughout the year, the
Unique Aboriginal Interpreters will be holding a variety of
fundraising events to raise funds for grad jackets, a grad party,
and more.

THE ABORIGINAL EDUCATION FUNDRAISING
CLUB
The Ab-Ed Fund Club is another new club to the RRC campus.
This club is open to any Aboriginal student at the RRC campus.
The purpose of the club is to raise funds for events such as a
grad party at the end of the year. One of the goals of the Ab-Ed
Fund Club is to introduce college life to future aboriginal students.

WANT TO START A CLUB?
Starting a club is a great way to get exposure for your
department. Use club status to plan fundraisers and advertise on
campus. Remember to support the various fundraising efforts
put on by your clubs happening around the RRC campus this
year. Contact Kevin Storey at 632-2480 or at DM20 for more
information on clubs.
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JOHNNY FAVOURITE SWING
ORCHESTRA
HOLIDAY ROMANCE
UNIVERSAL MUSIC
?3y Amanda Vosma

n the last two years, swing has slowly
been making a comeback for Generation
X-ers fed up with the whole 92.1 rock n'
roll scene. This summer the Die Machine
was packed every Thursday for Swing
Night.
The floor became even more crammed
with Winnipeggers when the night club had
the unique idea of offering swing lessons.
Just released Johnny Favorite Swing
Orchestra's, Holiday Romance is the latest
perpetuation of this trend.

I

Celte

W

If I had to pick the best songs, I'd choose

tracks 1 and 13.
Track 1 is Holiday Romance, the song
from which the CD derived its name.
When you hear it, you'll know why.
The music is so happy, you just can't get
that stupid grin off your face.
The sound is 100% Swing.
Track 13, in contrast, has little rock n' roll
in it.
It's the swing version of the Led Zepplin
song, Black Dog and is the perfect combination of energy, familiarity, and modernism.
Of course, the only true way to experience
Johnny Favourite is to actually hear it.
So, unless you want to be one of those
"Laggers", I suggest you get on your khakis,
kids and learn to bust a move like your
grandparents used to.
Yup, once again, Swing's the thing.

Ttat
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A TRIBE CALLED QUEST
THE LOVE MOVEMENT (JIVE)
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And, if you don't know what the hell I'm
talking about, then wake up and smell the
Gap ads, kids!
It's not just happening in Winnipeg, it's
all across North America.
Holiday Romance is already the secondmost popular Canadian swing act, next to
Cherry Poppin' Daddies.
And, it's no wonder.
The 12-piece Johnny Favourite Swing
Orchestra plays with such fevered energy,
you just canit help swinging your head.
The CD is a fusion of black and white; a
blend of orchestral, blues, and jazz; and a
combination of original and modern.
The entire CD is good, performed with
flair, energy, and infectious enthusiasm.

e hope that those who

come after will just
• • •
do the same thing for
those that come after them, and try to give
back, and not just take, take, take..."
Final reflection from Ali Shaheed
Muhammed (The Source, Oct. 98) on the concluding album of a ten-year span.
Q-Tip's appearance on the Jungle Brothers'
Black is Black set off a decade that spawned
trends of Afrocentrism, jazz-based Hip-Hop,
and the posse cut.
Along with De La Soul, the Jungle
Brothers, Monie Love, and Black Sheep (the
collective known as the Native Tongues), the
Questers forged a dynasty that purists to this
day fiend for (other than sporadic collaborations, the days of "Buddy" are long gone).
The Love Movement, with its sixteen,
Ummah-based compositions bring it back one
last time.
The final offering from the Abstract, Shah,
and Phife Diggy resurrect you from the dark
cavern that was "Beats, Rhymes, and Life."

•••

A Tribe Called Quest closes shop after 10 years
(confusion with its uncharacteristically angry
tone, and R&B hooks).
It is an aural ride through the trio's history.
The R&B hooks have disappeared, replaced
by occasional bits of laziness between verses
but let there be no confusion, this album is
crazy live.
Start It Up introduces an off-beat, neoteric
verbal steez from Q-Tip, who drops it "ebonically linguistic with the ghetto futuristic" and
reminisces on The What from the Low End
Theory album.
The first single, Find A Way nostalgically
brings Bonita Applebaum to mind.
Both are back to the future.
What would a final bow be without the
posse cuts Steppin' It Up, a track that makes
Redman, Busta Rhymes, Phife, and Tip the
Degeneration X of Hip-Hop.
Fire and brimstone, y'all. High expectations
follow the impressive line up on Rock Rock
Y'all, which features new-skool heavyweight,
the mighty Mos Def, and Punchline,
Wordsworth, and Jane Doe (capable cruiserweights in their own right).

Most memorable line honours go to
Punchline: "Before I met Tribe/I was in the
club frontin'/"Yeah, I know Tip!"/When I see
'em, I be duckin.'" Homage paid in spades.
Perhaps gift, perhaps marketing tool, Love
Movement (Jive) includes six bonus cuts.
From the Scenario remix (the gramma to all
posse cuts) to the recently- released Q-Tip
solo, Moneymaker, (a good indication of what
is to come from the Abstract Poet), sprinkled
bits of Tribe history from various 12" releases
close out Tribe's final round.
Uninspired hooks lying about slow down
the momentum (a problem left over from the
last album), but barely faze the album.
When tasting Against The World, The
Love, and Pad and Pen, concentrate on the
groove around hook-time, and you'll avoid a
sour after-taste.
Bottom line: this is it for Linden Blvd.'s
favourite sons.
Ten years, four albums, countless collabs,
Jarob's return for the final tour, and a fitting
close to the entity called Quest.

DAN GORDON
COWBOY MOUTH
MERCYLAND
MCA

COWBOY
MOUTH

N

ew Orleans' rock
band Cowboy Mouth
have returned with a
disappointing watered-down
album for 1998.
On their 1996 album, Are you
with me?, they played punchy
hook-driven songs like the
single Jenny Says.
The sound was original
upbeat and fun.
Their enthusiasm shone
through on that record in the
same way that the Presidents
of the United States of
America did when they performed Lump and Peaches.
This time around, however,
their experiment to broaden
their musical base makes for a
short listen.
The opening track, Why you
wanna do me, is a catchy fun
song in their old style, but
immediately after, the track
Lovers or Friends, gives us a
singsong folk tune with trite
lyrics like "Are we lovers or
are we friends/And can we
ever be both again/There's a
feeling here that never ends."
The album is not without
good moments.
Tracks like Drummer Man
and Whatcha gonna do? live
up to their past, but wading
through the saccharine of
Little Blue One and Only One
of Us doesn't make it worth
the wait.

irD•s■
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Gd last Surfing?

Internet Introduction: from ADS Training Centre will answer your questions and
get you started. We'll teach you the basic skills you need - in language you can understand,
at a pace that makes learning easy.

Tangled in Me Web?

Courses are offered Saturday mornings, 9:00 tiff Noon, at our Training
Centre. (We'll run the course on a weeknight evening, too, if the demand warrants.)

Don't know where
to start?

The cost is only 349.95•.
Call NOW to reserve your session: 478-3654

We can help!

Major
in music.
Think of it as higher learning.
As Canada's largest music site, Jam! Music is like getting
a backstage pass inside the music industry every day.
With a focus on Canadian music and all the news about
your favourite acts, Jam! Music features concert listings
across Canada, SoundScan Charts, the Canadian Music
Index, a full Artist Archive database, new album reviews,
the Anti-Hit list, newsgroups, release dates, live chats,
concert and album reviews, Indie Band listing, contests,
photo galleries, the Question of the Day and more.
Think of this site as the part of your education that
redefines the Pop Quiz.

It's online. And it rocks.

Fn.

11101kUSIIC
www.canoe.ca/JamMusic
Canada's Music Site

mm Moe

*:ntrocluctory offer - regular fee Is 569.95 Course materials - S500

ADS Training Centre
1399 Buffalo Place,
Wpg, Mb R3T 1 L6

Tel: 204-478-3654
Fax: 204-478-3653
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" How Are You Supporting
Yourself Through School? "
by Amber Saleem

"I'm a waitress and I live at
home."
Michelle Marlow
Business Administration

"I freeload off my mom."
Chris Shiotowski
Greenspace Management

"My parents support me."
Paul Sousa
Electronics Engineer

"My dad supports me. He still lets me
live with him."
Deborah Clague
Advertising Art

"I'm working part-time at a 24
hour video store and living at home
for free."
Jennifer Dickson
Child & Youth Care

Student Copier

"I work on weekends and live at
home."
Derek Cook
Business Administration

■

Full colour laser copies

_OW

(8 1/2" x 11" to 11" x 17")

Pio

Photocopies
Black, Blue, Red or Green Toner (8 1/2" x 11" to 17" x 22")

-al

Additional Services:
❑ Overhead
Transparencies
1=1 Engineering
Prints
❑ Business
Cards

-Co

❑ Social Tickets

❑ Collating

❑ Raffle Tickets

❑ Folding

❑ Calendars

❑ Tape Binding

❑ 3-Hole Punch

1:1 Cerlox Binding

❑ Stapling

❑ Spiral Binding

ii
Word
Processing
Service
available.

fr
azik

at window

foh &lad&

Student Copier Service
Rm DM19

(Next to the Students' Association)

Monday to Friday — 8:30 am-4 pm

204-632-2284

( RED RIVER
COLLEGE
OF APPLIED ARTS, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
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Classifieds
Vacations

FO
US H ELP PAY04
LETyod
B

SPRING BREAK Florida, Mexico,
Etc. Best Hotels, Parties, Prices. Book
Early and Save!! Earn Money + Free
Trips! Campus Reps/Organizations
Wanted. Call Inter-Campus Programs
at 1-800-327-6013. www.icpt.com

Agt

anytime weekends).

Accurate typist will type resumes

reports, letters, manuscripts,
essays. Quality computer equip.
used. Pick-up & delivery also
available. Reasonable rates.
Ph 224-1550.

Due West Student Painting
is currently looking for local Area Managers for the 1999
summer. Apply early to assure a premium location. Positions
starting to fill now for summer of 1999. Managers receive
quality training and support. Above average earnings of

$8000.00 to $20,000.00 PLUS.

Room For Rent
NEAR SARGENTNALOUR RD. — for
male/female who is quiet, responsible, and clean. Shared kitchen, baths,
refs. $300/month, no utils.
Call 786-2503 (11:00-3:30 days,

MANAGERS WANTED

MARUSA®
MARUSA MARKETING INVITES You TO JOIN OUR TELEMARKETING
SALES TEAM. WE NEED HIGHLY MOTIVATED INDIVIDUALS WITH
EXCELLENT COMMUNICATION SKILLS. PREVIOUS SALES EXPERIENCE
AND BASIC COMPUTER KNOWLEDGE AN ASSET.
$7.50 - $8.50 AN HOUR •
•a EARN UP TO $11.00 AN HOUR WITH BONUS
71. EXCELLENT BUSINESS AND WORK EXPERIENCE
17

WORK IN A FUN, FRIENDLY AND PROFESSIONAL ATMOSPHERE

Tr CONVENIENT CENTRAL LOCATION

FOR AN INTERVIEW CALL ALISON ENGLAND 204-988-3432
2ND FLOOR - 1200 PORTAGE AVENUE

Valuable management experience.

CALL 1-800-585-8666 TODAY.

ACCENT PRINTING
696 SELKIRK AVE., Ph: 589.5431

FULL COLOR COPIES
AS LOW AS

B. & W. COPIES
AS LOW AS

49 0* 20*

5%
DISCOUNT
,
TO
ALL UNIVERSITY
& COLLEGE
STUDENTS
WITH I.D.

*Depending on volume & size. Phone For Details Some Restrictions Apply.

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

D RIVER COLLE
O APPLE; ARTS, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Rm DM11
Ro ss from the Buffalo Cafe
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The Secret Perversions of Yurgen
Hoogenhoffen The Nordic Pansy
By Gord Gilmour

some men could get anything
they wanted from women.
Yurgen and Gerta entered
How he longed to be one of
the abandoned perogy plant.
them.
It lay silent and abandoned
Gerta turned to him.
at nights now since the third
"We have to get something
shift had been laid off. Yurgen from your locker."
secretly cursed the healthy
"What? There's nothing in
diet that people wanted now.
there."
The healthy diet that had cost
"I don't know. But I know we
him the only job he'd never
have to open it. I don't know
been fired from.
why."
He didn't understand why
Yurgi swallowed nervously.
Gerta wanted to go there at
The last thing he wanted was
this time of night. But he had
to open that door. Gerta would
to go with her. He'd go anysee his collection.
where with her.
Over the past 10 years of
For since the first time he'd
working a job he could do in
seen her, peering through the
his sleep, Yuri had found a
hole in the wall between the
way to pass the time.
boys and girls locker rooms
He had the largest collection
after ninth grade gym class,
of pornographic magazines
he'd been in love with her.
anyone had ever seen. It had
He'd been quite proud of the started innocently enough. A
hole in the wall he'd worked
copy of Playboy and
so hard to put there. He'd
Penthouse here and there.But
brought his father's drill from
now it had degenerated. His
home and nearly two hundred locker was stuffed to the brim
feet of extension cord. It had
with titles like Shaved, Swank
been so hard to drill the hole.
and Big Butts.
Especially when he drilled into
For as much as Yurgi wanta water pipe. It had caused
ed to be a real man, a strong
the drill to short out, sending
man, a man that women
110 volts through his body. It
loved, he just couldn't do it.
had made his hair stand on
Whenever a woman came
end and surprised him so
near him he became toungemuch he'd felt a stream of
tied. He sweated profusely. He
warm urine running down his
left as quickly as he could.
left leg.
Yurgy was a rare creature. A
But after all that hard work
35-year-old Icelandic virgin. It
he'd gotten what he wanted. A made him ashamed even to
1
peephole into another, secret
think about it. In a race noted
and forbidden world. He'd
for it's virility and low stanobserved Gerta changing. The dards he was a never-had
curve of her legs. The budding (and if truth be told probalby a
breasts. And he'd fallen in
never would).
love.
He used the magazines as a
But it was a love that had
replacement. Every chance he
never been returned - until
got he'd slip into one of the
now. In the past few days
bathroom stalls and satisfy his
Gerta had been nicer to him.
stilted urges. Once he'd even
She'd smiled at him from her
been caught by one of the
work station at the plant.
supervisors. The supervisor
She'd talked to him during cof- threatened to fire him. But just
fee breaks. And today she'd
that one time he'd reached
finally consented to have
deep inside himself and found
lunch with him.
the courage to speak up for
Yuri frowned. The headache himself.
was getting worse. He thought
"You can't fire me. It's my
back to that painful moment in cock and my coffee break. I'll
the restaurant when she left
do what I want with both of
the table and entered the
them.
ladies room with the strange
He was standing in the hallman.The silence seemed to
way, blocking Gerta's progress
buzz in his ears. They were
into the locker room. He was
approaching the locker room.
desperately trying to figure out
He didn't understand how
how he could talk her out of

this strange errand.
Suddenly, a quickly as the
nymph Yurgy envisioned her
as, Gerta snatched the locker
key from his hand and slipped
passed him.
"Come one, it's only going to
take a second," she said as
she dissapeared through the
locker room door.
He stood in the hallway for a
moment, confused and terrified. What could he do or say
to make this right?
He slowly entered the locker
room. The humming in his
ears was getting worse and
the headache too. His vision
started to blur but he didn't
know it because the lights in
the room weren't working.
He fumbled his way towards
his locker. It was the same
locker he'd been given six
years earlier when he'd started working at the perogy
plant. He was only going to
work there for a few months
until something better came
up. But somehow it never
seemed to happen.
He arrived in front of his
locker. He still couldn't see
Gerta. Suddenly she called
out to him from a dark corner.
"I dropped the key. Help me
find it."
Dropping to his knees Yurgy
frantically felt around for the
key. This was his chance. If he
could find it first he could
pocket it and she'd never
know. They'd look for a while
before she tired of it and he
could convince her to leave
the dark and silent plant.
He scuttled along the floor

on all fours, frantically feeling
around with his hands. He felt
something. There it was!
But Gerta's hand touched his
as she continued searching.
She felt the key and plucked it
from his fist. Jumping up, she
opened the locker door.
The room was filled with a
blinding light. It was like
Yurgi's head exploded. The
pain, it was terrible, and the
humming had become loud
and piercing wail.
Yurgi grabbed his temples
and cried out at the top of his
lungs. It was a primal scream
that didn't even form into syllables. He fell forward onto his
knees and collapsed onto the
floor unconscious.
The lights flared on and
three men entered the locker
room. It was the three men
from the Chicken Chef and
one held some kind of a control. Pointing it at Gerta, he
pressed a button. She quickly
sat down on a bench in front
of the lockers and stared
straight ahead without saying
anything.
Detective Two glanced at
Yurgi.
"He'll be out for a while. If
you turn up the neural reception all the way and then hit
them with a bright light it's like
they've been drinking Yukon
Jack for about four hours."
"What's the point of all this?"
Detective One demanded.
"That's the key to the whole
thing."
He was pointing to the inert
mass of Yurgy who was occasionally twitching.

Join Chain-Link Fiction
again in the next issue.
It'll be yet another author
and yet another twist.
Don't worry, we'll have it
wrapped up by the end
of the school year . .
somehow.
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